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ABSTRACT
In the dissertation, the generalized Kompaneets equation
W  "  0 { x ) ^ X^ Ux +  k u  +
(for x, t >  0) is studied. For the linear case, when F  =  0, a complete theory is 
given. A brief discussion is carried for the nonlinear case when F(x , u) =  f{x)g(u).
For the following equation,
Goldstein and Lin’s result is extended to degenerate case.
Also, for the following linear operator,
Au =  a(x)u" +  (}(x)v!
(for x G [0,1]), Clement and Timmermans’ result is extended to the case of dis­
continuous coefficients a  and /?.
INTRODUCTION
A basic equation of plasma physics is the Kompaneets equation
(«* +  « +  « %  (i)
(for x , t  >  0). The " natural " space for this problem (based on physical consid­
erations) is Z^1 ((0, oo) \x2dx).  For brevity we postpone discussion of the physically 
relevant boundary condition. The wellposedness of the corresponding initial value- 
boundary value problem has been open ever since (1) was introduced in 1957 [17]. 
There are two obvious ways to attack this by semigroup methods.
One is to look at a class of problems of the form
§ir= +ku+F(iX'W^1 ^
(for x , t  >  0). We give a complete theory of the linear version of this (i. e. F  =  0) 
in Chapter 2. The nonlinear version is briefly discussed in Chapter 4. Another 
approach is to make (2) a problem for v(t,  y)  =  u( t ,x )  with y  =  |  tan-1 x  e  (0, 1). 
This takes the form
Vt  =  <P{y, V y )V y y  +  ^(j/, U, Vy ) . (3)
Equations such as this were studied in a series of papers by J. A. Goldstein and 
Lin, but they required that tp 6 C([0,1] X R) whereas in the case of (3) derived 
from (1), <p{y,Vy)  must approach oo as y  1. In Chapter 1 we extend some of 
the work of J. A. Goldstein and Lin to this context.
A key feature of these studies is boundary degeneracy using the Wentzell bound­
ary condition. A definitive result in this area was proved by Clement and Tim­
mermans in the C [0,1] context. Heavy use of this is made throughout this thesis.
1
2Clement and Timmermans [2] studied linear operator of the form
Au =  at{x)u" +  (3{x)u'
where a,/? 6 C (0 ,1) with a  >  0 on (0,1). Chapter 3 is devoted to extending some 
of their work to the context in which a  and (5 are allowed to be discontinuous. The 
ideas of [2] also play a role in the proofs of Chapter 2.
CHAPTER 1 
DEGENERATE NONLINEAR PARABOLIC  
PROBLEMS
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the parabolic partial differential equation of the 
form
du
—  =  <p(x, u')«" +  ip(x, u, u') (1)
for t  >  0 and x £ Q, =  (0 ,1). Here ' denotes d / d x .  The boundary condition is the 
Wentzell boundary condition, i. e. ,
<p(x, u')u" +  ip{x, u, v!) -> 0, as x  -> 0, 1. (2)
J. A. Goldstein and Lin studied this problem in a series of papers. In [11], 
they studied (1) with ip =  0. They assumed (p(x, u') -> 0 slowly as x  —► 0,1. The 
boundary conditions could be of various types. It is assumed that y?(a;,£) >  tpa(x) 
holds for all (#,£) G [0,1] x R, where tpo € C [0,1], <po(x) >  0 on (0,1), and 
0 slowly in the sense that /J ipo(x)~pdx  <  oo for a suitable p  >  1. As G. 
R. Goldstein [6] showed p  can always be chosen to be p =  1. In [13], again they 
assumed <p(x,£) >  ipo(x), (fo €  C[0,1], >  0 on (0,1). No assumption is made
on how fast (po(x) 0 as x  0 ,1; the convergence can be arbitrarily rapid. In 
[14], they studied (1) with ip ^  0. They assumed
(HI) <p G C([0,1] X R)\ <p{x,£) >  <po(x) holds for all x , £  6 [0,1] x 12; tpQ e  C[0,1], 
ipQ{x) >  0 on (0, 1);
(H2) ip 6 C^fO, l j x U x  R); £ -4 ip(x , t ; ,0  is nonincreasing on R  for all (x,£)  €  
[0, l ] x R \ i p  has at most linear growth in f , i. e . , for each a >  0 there is a constant
3
4K a such that
M * . i?, 01 £ * . ( 1  +  1*1) 
for all x E [0,1], 77 E [—a, a], and £ E R ‘, V»(®,0,0) =  0 for all x E [0,1].
In this chapter we extend J. A. Goldstein and Lin’s result in the case that
we assume tp E C ((0 ,1) X R); <p{x,£) >  (po{x) holds for all x,£  E (0,1) x R; 
<Po(x) E C(0,1), <po(x) >  0 on (0,1) compared to (HI) in [14]. The point is that (p 
and tpo need not be continuous at the endpoints x  =  0, 1.
1.2 The Semigroup Approach
The problem (1) with boundary condition (2) can be written as a differential 
equation in Banach space of the form
A. The semigroup method replaces (3) by the backward difference equation
where e >  0, whence u((t) =  (I — eA)- 1ut(t — e). Thus for e =  t fn  and ut (0) =  uq,
In order to have ut converge to the desired solution u, it is convenient to assume 
that A is essentially m-dissipative.
(3)
where the boundary condition is incorporated into the domain V(A)  of the operator
*- 1M 0  “  ««(* -  e)l =
ue(t) =  (I -  - A )  nu0. 
n
An operator A is called dissipative if it satisfies
for each A >  0, and it is called m-dissipative if it satisfies (4) and
(4)
n ( I  -  AA) = x (5)
5for each A >  0. A  is essentially m-dissipative if it satisfies (4) for each A >  0, and 
TZ(I — fiA) is dense in X  for some (or equivalently for all) p  >  0.
Here ||«S||r,«-p is the smallest constant L  such that ||<S/ — <Sg|| <  L\\f — |^| holds 
for all / ,  g in the domain of S.
C randall-Liggett-Benilan Theorem . Let A be essentially m-dissipative on X .  
Let A be the closure of (the graph of )  A in X  x X .  Then for all f  E D  := V(A),
T ( t ) f  =  lim ( /  -  i l ) - " /
n —>00 f i
exists. Morover, T  =  {T(t) : t >  0} is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup 
on D, i. e. ,
T(t) : D —► D for  all t >  0,
T(t +  s) =  T(t)T(s) for  all t, s >  0,
T(0)f  =  f  for  all f  E D, 
t T ( t ) f  E C([0, oo); D) for  each f  E D,
||r(t)||iip <  1 for  each t >  0.
Finally, for all uQ E D, u(t) =  T(t)uo is the unique mild solution of (3).
1.3 T he D egenerate Case
Consider equation (1)
On
—  =  tp{x, u')u" +  i>{x, u, u')
in the real Banach space X  =  C [0,1] with the Wentzell boundary condition (2). 
We also make the following hypotheses.
(HI) ip E C ((0 ,1 )x /l);  (p(x ,£) >  ipo(x) holds for all (o:, )^ E (0,1 )xR] <po € C{ 0,1),
6ifio{x) > 0 on (0, 1).
(H2) ij) 6 C([0,1] x R x  R ); £ -» rJj(x,Tj, )^ is nonincreasing on R  for all (#,£) G 
(0,1) x R.
Define an operator A  by
Au(x)  =  <p(x, u')u" +  ip(x, u , it ')
for x  G [0,1] and u G 2?(.A) =  {uG C2(0,1) fl C[0,1]: j4it(:r) -► 0 as x  -> {0,1}}.
(1.3.1) Lemma. Suppose (HI), (H2) hold. Assume in addition (fo >  £ >  0 for  
some  e >  0 and all x  G (0,1) and
iim su p su p M £ ^ | l = o.
M + ie i-» o o  *  N  +  K I
T/iera A  is m-dissipative.
Proof: Dissipativity. Let u, v  G 15(^4), w — u — v ^  0 and it>(:ro) =  ±||i*>|| f°r some 
xo G [0,1]. Take w (xq) =  ||w||; otherwise replace w  by — w  =  v  — u.
If xo G (0,1), then w '(xq) =  0, w"(xq) <  0 and, using (HI), (H2) and the first
and second derivative tests for weak maxima,
*
| |u - v | |
=  (u -u )(a -0)
<  (it -  v ) (x0) -  Xr(x,u'(xo))w"(xo) -  \ [ iJ>(xo, u (xo) , u'(xq)) -  ip{xo,v(xQ),v'(xo))] 
=  (it — v — \ { A v  • - A v))(xq)
<  ||li — V — X(y — j4w)||.
If Xq G {0,1}, then A u (xq) =  A v (xq) =  0. The above inequality continues to 
hold.
7Range condition. Let A >  0, h 6 C[0,1], We need to solve the equation
u — XAu — h, (6)
i. e. ,
u — A tp(x, u')u" — u, u') =  h
on (0,1). The Wentzell boundary condition implies that u satisfies u(0) =  /i(0) 
and n(l) =  h( 1).
Let /  be a linear function such that /(0 ) =  h(0), / ( l )  =  /i(l). Let u =  v +  f ,  
then u' =  v' +  f  and u" =  v". Note that f  is a constant function.
So we have
|  v — A<p(x, vf)v" — Axj)(x, u, v') =  h,
w(0) =  v(l) =  0
where <p(x, v') =  <p(x, t/ +  / ') ,  u ,i/) =  ij)(x,v +  f ,v '  +  f ) ,  h =  h, — f .  
Let L be the negative Dirichlet Laplacian on [0,1]; (7) is equivalent to 
vlx) =  ! '  aixW - J i i 9( ,y) dy
where g is the Green function of L.
( 7)
Let
We want to show that S)- is a continuous compact self-map of some ball in
Cl [0,l] .
The proof that is a continuous and compact is similar to the proof in the 
case of ip =  0. See [11] for details.
Here we show 5/, maps some ball into itself in C^O, 1].
Let e > 0 be given. 
Since
limsup sup =  0,
M+|*|-»oo * M +  |?|
then there exists N  >  0 such that
when ||u||c> >  N  and
when ||u||c . <  N. Choose A >  0 so large that
A"l e~l max{||0x0 ||,||0 ||}  <  1/2
and choose N' >  2A~l<~1H(/t)ll|"axlH0«glMlgll> ana cnoose ;v ^  i_2a-*«-» max{||slS||,||g||> •
Let N  =  maxfA^iV'}. Then for ||u||c> <  N,
\\Shv\\
< +  IMI +
<  W ^^-'IIIAII +  H  +  A j p i v ]
<  N.
Similarly, || (S/ivy || <  N.
By the Schauder fixed point theorem, S  ^ has a fixed point, i. e. , A  is m- 
dissipative. □
(1.3.2) Theorem  Suppose (HI), (H2) hold. Assume in addition that
iK*. */i 0  =  Mi (a;, v> 0  +  M0{x, t))Z,
9where for all a >  0 there is a constant K a such that \Mq(x, rj) \ ,  \Mi(x, t;,£)| <  
K asin(irx) forx  E (0 ,1 ), ij E [—a, a], £ G R. Moreover, Mq(x,t]) <  7r(tan7ra;)y>o(^) 
on (0,1/2) x R, Mo(x,tj) >  ir(ta,nirx)tpo(x) on (1/2,1) x R ,  ip(x, 0,0) =  0 on (0,1). 
Then A is essentially m-dissipative.
Proof: Note that lim ^.j.1 tan nx =  rboo, so the inequalities on M q essentially 
restrict the behavior of M q only near the endpoints x  =  0,1. Let (am,bm) be an 
increasing sequence of open intervals with union (0, 1) such that
<  m for  x €  (am,bm),
{^ (* .0  for x E {am,bm), f  G /?,max(y>(6m,f) , 1/m ) for x €  [bm, 1), £ & R,  max(<p(am,£), 1/m)  for x E (0,am], f  E R.
If tpo(x) —► oo as x -4 1, then we let
¥>(*,0
max(<p(am,{ ) ,l /m )
for x E  (am, 1), £ E R, 
for x E (0, amj, f  E R,
i. e. bm =  1.
If y?o( )^ oo as x —> 0, then we let
<p(x,{) for x E (0,bm), $ E R ,
max(<p(bm,£), l / m) for * ^ [&„„ 1), f  G R,
i. e. am =  0.
Therefore, tpm can be chosen to have the following property: 
(pm >(p  and y?m+i <  tpm.
Let
10
and
' for x e  (am,bm),
(*.>7.0 } when fa >  0,
for x  e  [0, am] U [6m, 1], 
where cm =  min(am, 1 — bm),
maJC( =0 J $ j y. (*» ^ 0 } when ^  °>
for a; €  [0, am] U [6m, 1], cm as above.
Since
hmsup sup , =  0,
|i}|+K|->oo * |77| +  | f |
then by Lemma 1.3.1, Am, defined with (pm in place of ip, in place of ip, is 
m-dissipative.
Let h e C %  1], A =  l.
To solve
Um Amum — hy
let /  be linear function on [0,1] satisfying f(x)  =  h(x) for x e  {0,1}. Then for 
h =  h — / ,  vm =  um — f  satisfies
f vm -  tpm(x, v'm)v'  ^ -  i>m{x, vmyv'm) =  h, 
\  v„,(0) =  um(l) =  0
where <pm(x,Z) -  <pm(x,Z +  f ) ,  +  / ,£  +  /')•
For this problem, there exists a unique solution vm. Moreover,
IM I <  11%
By the compactness and diagonalization method in [13], we can find a subsequence 
{vrnk} of {vm} converging to some v in €^ . (0 ,1). v satisfies
v -  <p(x, v' +  f')v" -  fax, v  +  / ,  v' +  f )  =  h
11
in (0,1). Moreover
M l <  11%
We wish to show that vmk v uniformly on [0,1]. In that case, v(0) — u(l) =  0 
and u =  v +  f  satisfies
u — Au =  h.
Let vm be the unique solution of
f vm -  -  M i ( x , v m,v'm) -  M 0{x,vm)v'm =  h,
\  vn,(0) =  um(l) =  0
where M 0{x,ri) =  M0{x,r j+f) ,  Mi(x,i] ,Z)  =  M i (x , t] + / ,£ + / ' )  +  f  M0(x , t} + /) .
Since h €  C f^O, 1] and h(0) =  /i(l) =  0, then
|/i(a:)| <  ki sin(7ra)
on [0, 1] for some k\ >  0.
Since ||vm|| <  ||/i||, then there exists k2 >  0 such that
\M i{x ,v m,v'm)\ <  fc2sin(7rrr).
Let k >  k\ +  k2, l(x) =  ks\n(nx), 7m(a?) =  (pm(x,vtm)~x. Since /" =  — Ar7r2sin(7ra;),
/' =  A:7rcos(7ra:), Mo(x,ri) <  7r(tan7ra’)v70(®) on (0 ,1 /2 )xi?, Mq(x t^]) >  v(tdxnTx)ipo(x) 
on (1/2,1) x R, then
\v m - l [ V m - M Q{ x , V m )v'm )\
=  l m \ h  +  M\(x>vm,v'm)\
<  1ml
^  1ml — I — Im ^ lo { x t Vm)l .
So for zm =  I ± v m, we have
I zm ~  lm[Zm ~  M 0(xt Vm )z'm] <  0
1 z m { 0) = *m(l) =  0.
12
By the maximal principle, we have
zm >  0
on [0,1]. So
M * ) l  <  l(x)
for all x  €  [0,1] and for all m € N.
Thus the theorem follows. □
Exam ple: Let Mq =  — sin(7r:r), Mi  =  — x( l  — x)u, i. e. , ip(x, u, u') =  —®(1 — 
x)u — sm(nx)u' and (p(x, v!) =  x ( l — x). Then the operator A defined by
Au(x) =  <p(x, u')u" +  il)(x, u, u')
is essentially m-dissipative on C [0,1],
CHAPTER 2 
THE LINEAR KOMPANEETS EQUATION1
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the linear Kompaneets equation
¥  =  ^ [“ W (u' + * (l)u)1' (1) 
for 0 <  x , t  <  oo. Here ' stands for d/dx.  The coefficients a, /?, fc, a', k' are 
continuous and a, /? are strictly positive on the open interval (0,oo). No assump­
tion is made about the coefficients at x =  0 or x =  oo. The initial and boundary 
conditions are
u(Q,x) =  f(x)  (2)
a(x)[u' +  &(:r)u] —► 0 as x 0, oo. (3)
The model above comes from the generalized Kompaneets equation
where the most important case is considered by Kompaneets [17], namely, a(x) =
a-4, P(x) =  x2, F(x,u)  =  u +  u2. The context is plasma physics. The radiation
density u(t,x)  is nonnegative and gives the total photon number,
N =  f u(t,x)x2dx(<  oo).
Jo
Here x =  hu/6  is the normalized photon energy, h is Planck’s constant, u is 
the frequency and 0 is the temperature. Also, the x2 factor is a geometric factor 
Reprinted by permission from Journal of Mathematical Analysis and Its Applications.
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14
expressing spherical symmetry. For more of the physical background, see Caflisch 
and Levermore [1]. For a discussion in the abstract context, see Goldstein [10].
Let X p — /^((Ojoo); f3{x)dx).
Define Ap on X p as follows: u G Dom(Ap) iff u G X p D 11^ ( 0, 00), u  := 
a(u' +  k(x)u) G W /^(0,oo), u(x)  -* 0 as x  -> 0 ,oo, and Apu := €  X p.
As before, ' =  d/dx.  We can formulate (1) - (3) as follows:
(4)
1 «(0) =  / .  (4J
Here A =  Ap, with emphasis on the case p  =  1.
To apply the Hille-Yosida Theorem, we need to check three things:
(i) Dissipativity. For all A >  0 and u — AAu =  h, ||u|| <  ||/t|| or ||( /  — AA)-1 || <  1.
(ii) Range condition. There exists a dense set D  in the Banach space X such that 
for any sufficient small A >  0 and h G D,  the problem
u — A Au =  h
has a solution.
(iii) Dom(A)  is dense in X.
If (i)-(iii) hold, then by Hille-Yosida Theorem, (4) is governed by a semigroup 
T  given by
T ( t ) /=  l i m ( / - i 3 ) - " /
where A is the closure of A, and the unique (mild) solution of (4) is given by 
u(f) =  T (t)/, for all /  G X.
Our main results will be stated in Section 2.3. The difficult parts of the proof 
involve checking the range condition. This leads to various assumptions on a, /?, k.
15
The dissipativity works very generally; this is verified in Section 2.2. Finally, the
are presented in Section 2.4.
2.2 D issipativity
As before, a, /?, k G C(0, oo) with a  and (3 positive on (0, oo).
(2.2.1) Lemma. [10] A\ is dissipative on X i.
For completeness, we include the proof.
Proof: Let A >  0, h G X\  and let u G Dom(A\)  be a solution of the equation
Then u is continuously differentiable and u' is locally absolutely continuous on
ra-dissipativity results of Section 2.3 have some self-adjointness analogues; these
u — \A \u  =  h.
(0, oo).
Let
[u >  0] =  {a G (0,oo) : u(x) >  0} =  U„ej(a „ ,6n), 
[u <  0] =  (a- G (0,oo) : u{x) <  0} =  UneK{cn,dn);
these are open sets by the continuity of u. Next,
r oo
||u||i =  / u(x) sign0(u) J3(x)dx
JO
roori
=  /  h(x) signo(u) f3(x)dx +  X 
Jo Jo
0(x) A / Aiu(x) signo(u) (3{x)dx
where S =  /0°° A\u(x) signo(u) (3(x)dx. It suffices to prove S <  0.
Consider a term of the form .
If 0 <  an <  bn <  oo, then u(an) =  u(bn) =  0 and u'(an) >  0 >  u'(bn). Therefore 
we have
rbn
/ A\u(x) signo(u)P(x)dx 
Ja„
=  f  +  k(x)u(x))Ydx
Ja„
=  a{x)(u'{x) +  k(x)u(x)) |£
=  a(bn)u'(bn) -  a(an)u'(an)
<  0.
For the case of (a„,bn) =  (0,oo) or (an, 6„) =  (0, bn) with bn <  oo or (an, 6n) =  
(an,oo) with a„ >  0, the arguments are similar.
Let us just consider the case of 0 =  an <  bn <  oo.
rbn
/ A\u{x) signo(u)P(x)dx 
Ja„
=  a(x)(u'(x) +  k(x)u(x)) |o"
=  h  +  h-
By the argument above,
Ix =  a(x)(u'(x) +  k(x)u(x)) |fr„< 0.
Since u €  Dom{A \ ), by the boundary condition,
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Similarly, we can show that each term is nonpositive. It follows that <5 <  0, 
and the lemma is proved. □
2.3 The Range Condition
Let A >  0, h G Cc(0, oo), where Cc(0,oo) denotes the continuous compactly 
supported functions on the open interval (0, oo). We want to solve
{ u — XA\u =  h, 
u G V{Ai),
l. e.
(
u ~  * ^ [ a (*)(u' +  *(*)«)]' =  h G C.(0, oo), 
a(a;)(u' +  k(x)u) 0 as a: 0, oo.
Instead of solving (5), we set
v(x) =  f u(s)P(s)ds , f(x)  =  f h(s)P(s)ds.
Jo Jo
Here we require u 6  Xi,  therefore v G C[0,oo] necessarily. Hence v'(x) =  u(x)fi(x) 
«(*) =  $ $ ■
Then (5) can be transformed to
»(*) -  -  s^ » ’ + = / ( * ) .  
2gl„» _  +  _> 0 as *  -4 0, oo.{ (6)
Let
d _  £[{f).// _  4.
" /? (* )W /?(*) •
Then (6) can be written as
{  Bv{
) -  ABv(x) =  f(x),  
(x) -)■ 0 as rr -> 0, oo. (7)
Now change the interval from (0, oo) to (0,1) by letting y  =  Man 1x. Thus x G 
(0, oo) iff y  G (0,1). Let v(y) =  u(tanfy), a{y) =  a (ta n fy ), (3{y) =  £ (ta n § y),
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f{y)  =  /(tan  fy ), k(y) =  A:(tan |y ) . Then equation (7) is transformed to
f v(y) -  \Bv(y)  =  /(y ) ,
\  Bv(y) —> 0 as y -» 0,1,
where
Clearly (7) and (8) are equivalent. They are equivalent to (5) when A\ is 
replaced by its restriction A2 to V(A 2 ) =  T>(A\) fl C 2(0 ,00). That is, V(Av) is the 
same as V{A\)  except with W^f(0,oo) replaced by C2(0 ,00) in the definition of 
V(A\).  (Note that A2 has a different meaning here than it does in Section 2.1.)
To show A\ is 111-dissipative, it suffices to prove that 71(1 — A 2 ) is dense (since 
A\ is closed and dissipative).
To solve equation (8), we apply the Clement and Timmermans result [2] here. 
The Clement and Timmermans result is as follows.
Let 71,72 be continuous on (0,1) with 71 positive. Define A  on X  =  C [0,1] by
Au =  7 lu" +  72U,, (9)
u 6  Dom(A)  =  { u e  C [0,1] n C2(0 ,1) : for j  =  0,1, lim(7iu" +  72«/)(a?) 0}.
X~¥j
The operator A  is densely defined on X .
(2.3.1) Lemma. [2] The operator A in (9) is m-dissipative iff 71(1 — A) =  X .  
The main result of [2] is:
(2.3.2) Lemma. [2] 71(1 — A) — X  iff for
W (x ) =  exp[— f  72(s)7i{s)~lds],
3
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both (Ho) and (Hi) hold:
(Hq) W  G o r /o’ W(x) Jo 7i(s)- 1W/’(s)- 1dsrfa; =  oo or both;
(Hi) W  G Z.1 (5,1) or f l W ( x )  f ) j i (s)- 1H^(s)- 1dsda; =  00 or both.
For the operator Bv  =  j i(y)v" +  72(2/)ft' of (8), we have
7i (y) =  | ( ^ cos4|^)*
/  X r"/4 3 7T . 7T . , & $ '  . 4 4 7T . r d 2  2 ^  1
i M  =  +  2 v ) ~ k f i * a *  2 V]'
and 71(2/) >  0 on (0, 1), 7i(l/)>72(y) e  C(0, 1).
Ty(t/) =  exp[— 72(5)71 (s)- 1ds]
J I v COS | s  P cos2 | s
j ) \W(y)\dy =  J ) Hs)ds)dy
JQl W{y) JQ% i ( s ) - 'W (s ) - 'd sdy  =  JQ P(x)exp[— k(s)ds] j f  tfyrfa;.
Similarly,
^ 1|^(y)|rfy =  p {x )e x p [ -J i k(s)ds]dx;
w (y) J \ i ( s)~l w (s) - ldsdy =  P(x) exp[— k{s)ds] jf
(2.3.3) Lemma. 72.(7 —  B) =  X  iff both (Kq) and (Ki)  hold:
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(K0)  (3{x) exp[— Si k(s)ds] G lA (0,1) or
/o10(x)  exp[— f f  k(s)ds] f0x - ~ ^ ~ — dydx =  oo or both;
(K\)  P(x)exp[— f f  k(s)ds] G ZA(l,oo) or
fi(x) exp[— Jf * (» )* ] ' " ^ ^ dydx =  00 or both.
(2.3.4) Proposition. Suppose
f°° fxJ  0(x)  exp[— k(s)ds]dx <  oo,
i. e. ,
P(x)exp[— j ;  k(s)ds] G L^O, oo).
Then B defined in (8) is m-dissipative on X  =  C[0,1].
Proof: It follows directly from Lemma 2.3.3, which in turn follows from Lemmas
2.3.1 and 2.3.2. □
By Proposition 2.3.4, equation (8) has a solution v G C[0,1] H C2(0,1). Then 
equation (7) has a solution v G C[0,oo) fl C2(0,oo) with limI-+0o v(x) finite. 
Furthermore, there exists a solution u(x) G C^O, oo) for the equation (5) since 
M(a’) =  J w  > provided p  G C !(0,oo).
(2.3.5) Proposition. Letu  G C^O, oo) be a solution of equation (5). Suppose
fx/ P(x) exp[— / k(s)ds]dx <  oo.
J  0 J 1
Then u(x) >  0 for x G (0, oo) if h >  0. In other words, the resolvent operator 
governing (5) (  and hence also the semigroup governing (l)-(3)) is positive.
Proof: (Compare [10]). If u(x) <  0 for x G (0, oo), then for
u — XAu =  h
we have
u — h . 1 .
— ■ —  z= An  =  — (U .
A P
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where u =  a(u' +  ku), and
But
u — h .  ,
/  — r— pdx  <  0.
Jo A
Jq jjiu'pdx =  u(x) |S°= 0,
by (5), which is a contradiction.
So {a;: u(x) >  0} ^  0 and {x : u(x) <  0} is open since u G C^OjOo).
Let {.t : u(x) <  0} =  Unej (a n,bn), where J  is an at most countable set and 
{(a,n 6„)} are pairwise disjoint open intervals.
Pick n G J  (if J  5^  0 ). If 0 <  an <  bn <  oo, then we have u(a) =  u(b) =  0, 
u'(a) <  0 <  u'(6), u(x) <  0 for x G (an,b„).
So
rb« u — h . ,
/  — -— Pdx <  0 
Ja „  A
and for u  =  a(u! +  ku) as above,
=  u(bn ) - u { a n)
=  +  k(bn)u(bn)) -  a(an)(u'(an) +  fc(a„)u(an))
=  a(bn)u'(bn) -  a(an)u'(an)
> 0,
again a contradiction.
If (an,bn) =  (0,6), 6 <  oo , then u(b) =  0, u'(b) >  0,
fb u — h n ,
/  — :— Pdx <  0 
Jo A
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and
jf  ^u'pdx  =  u(x)
=  a(b)(u'(b) +  k(b)u(b)) 
=  a(b)v!(b)
>  0,
again a contradiction.
If (an,bn) =  (a, oo), 0 <  a , then u(a) =  0, ti'(a) <  0,
r°° u — h .  ,
/  — r— /?d:r <  0 
J a  A
and
jf ^u'pdx  =  w(a;) | f
=  — a(a)(«, (a) +  k(a)u(a))
— — 01(0) ^  (a)
>  0,
which again is a contradiction. Thus u(x) >  0 for x  € (0 ,00) follows. □
(2.3.6) Proposition. Suppose
too rx
/ P(x)exp[— I k(s)ds]dx <  00.
JO J 1
Then for h G X 1 H C[0,00], there is a solution u €  X\ of
u — XA2 U =  h.
Moreover, u(x) >  0 f o r x  6 (0 ,00) i f h >  0.
Proof: By Proposition 2.3.4, there is u €  C^OjOo) such that
u —  X A 2U =  h.
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If h >  0, then u(x) >  0 by Proposition 2.3.5. In this case, since
(x) =  f u(s)/3(s)ds — f  |u(s)|/7(s)ds 
Jo Jo
and lim^oo v(x) is finite by Proposition 2.3.4, then u G X\.
For the general case of h =  h+ — /i_, that u is in X i  follows easily. □
Following the three previous Propositions, we have the main result.
(2.3.7) Theorem . Suppose a, ft G C(0,oo), a  >  0, /? >  0 on (0,oo), a ,k  G 
C^O.oo),
Then Ai is essentially m-dissipative on X \  =  Ll ((0,oo),(3(x)dx).
Remark 1: In stating Theorem 2.3.7, we kept the statement simple by using 
only the integrability part (or the first half) of conditions (iifo)> (Ki)  in Lemma 
2.3.3. A more general (but more complicated) theorem can be stated using the 
alternative mentioned in Lemma 2.3.3.
Remark 2: Let {T(t) : t >  0} be the contraction semigroup generated by Ai.  
Then we have T ( t ) f  >  0 if /  >  0. This follows from Proposition 2.3.5 since
if /  >  0. Alternatively, it follows from an abstract result of Crandall and Tartar
T ( t ) f  =  lim (I -  —A)~nf
'  n -»oov n
[3].
Remark 3: Consider a  =  x4, (3(x) =  x2, k{x) =  ko. If ko >  0, then
roo tx  too
J  (3(x) exp[— J  k(s)ds]dx =  x ^exp[—ko(x — l)]da; <  oo
ro J i
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and
_1
x
is essentially m-dissipative on X\.  For k =  0, although
J  (3(x) exp[— k(s)ds]dx =  j f  x2dx —  oo, 
A2 is still esentially m-dissipative on X\  because
/ « * ) « p [-  J  ^ k(s)ds]dx — jf  x2dx <
and
r v r  .
y*
oo
/•oo ro o  1
I  x I  7 dydx = °°-
(See Lemma 2.3.3.)
For ko <  0, (3 =  x2, a  =  x4, (Ai) in Lemma 2.3.3 fails since
/oo tooP(x) exp[—fco(x — l)]dx >  x dx =  oo
and
J | /?(x) exp[-^o(^ — 1)] J  --^jk— -^dydx < oo.
So ^2 is not essentially m- dissipative on X \ .
Define
BlU^  =  +  *(*)«)]'.
V{B\)  =  {« G C l (0,oo) H Xi : u'G v4C/oc(0,oo), {a (u '+  fc(x)u)}'€  L^OjOo) 
and a(v! +  k(x)u) -4 0 as x -4 0, oo}.
(2.3.8) Theorem. Suppose a , (3 >  0 on (0,oo), (3 G C(0,oo), a, k G Cl (0,oo), 
and
too tx
J  ^ /?(x) exp[— J' A:(s)ds]dx <  oo.
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Then the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) 'D(A'}) C V (B \) ,  V (B \)  is dense in X \ .
(ii) Bi is closed.
(Hi) B\ is m-dissipative.
(iv) B\ — A 2 =  A i.
Proof: (i) By the definitions of A2 and B i,  it is easy to see that V(A2) C T)(B\) C 
X i.  Since (0 ,00) is dense in X \ ,  then 'D(Bi) is dense in X \.
(ii) Suppose hn E T>(Bi), hn -4 ho and B\hn -4 go, i. e. ,
i[<ot(h(n +  k(x)hn)]' -4 g0;
then
a(tin +  k(x)hn)]' -4 figo E L l (0 ,00). (10)
Since
oc(h'n + k(x)hn) -4 a(h'Q + k(x)h0)
and
[a(/i(, + k(x)hn)Y -4 [a(/i'0 + fc(x)h0)]' 
in the sense of distributions and ft go is a function, then
[a{h'0 +  k(x)h0)Y = fig0.
Therefore
et{h'Q +  k(x)hQ) G ACioc(0 ,00)
and
0^ € Lf^O,  00).
Hence ho E ACioc(0,oo).
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On the other hand,
[a(h'0 + fc(:r)/to)]' = a'(/iq + k(x)ho) +  «(/$ + Ar'/t0 + kh'Q)
=  Pgo 6
and a  G C1, k G C 1, a  >  0 on (0, oo) implies a/td € i.e, G £/«.. Hence 
ho G C ^ o o )  and h!0 G ACioe(0too).
For
a(h'n +  k(x)hn) -4 0 as x -> 0, oo,
let
0..OO := a(/t'„ +  fc(.r)/tn)(x) =  jf  [a(/t'n +  fc(s)/i„)]'(s)ds 
for 0 <  a: <  oo.
For any a; 6  [0, oo],
M * )  ~  0 m (® ) | =  I ^  (<7n “  ( 7 m ) ^ |
<  JQ Wn-4n\<b
^  ilOn - ^ m lU ^ O .o o )
<  e
for m, n >  iV£, iVt some integer, by (10).
So qn converges uniformly on [0, oo] and
q„(x) ->  g0(^ )  =  Jq [a(ho +  kh0))'(s)ds.
Therefore qo G C[0, oo] and </o(0) =  <70(00) =  0, i. e. , the boundary conditions 
hold for Hq.
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So B\ is closed.
(iii) B\ is dissipative by Lemma 2.2.1. For any A >  0,
X, =  71(1 -  AA2) C 71(1 -  XB{) -  71(1 -  XBi) C X u 
and so 71(1 — XB\) =  X i, i. e. , B\  is m-dissipative.
(iv) Since B\  and A\ are closed dissipative extensions of A2 , then B\  =  A 2 =  A\.  
□
2.4 A  Self-adjointness R esu lt  
Consider
A°U^  =  /jfr) ta (*)(«' +
V(A q) =  { u £  C^O.oo) n Y  : u' G ACioe(0,oo), -ri-r[a(a:)(u' +  k(x)u)]' G Y ,
p(x)
a(u' +  ku)(x) -> 0 as x  0 ,00}, 
where Y  =  L2((0, oo);/3(x)efi k^ dadx).
We assume: a  >  0, /? >  0 on (0 ,00), (3 G C(0,oo), a,fc G C^OjOo).
(2 .4 .1)P roposition. Aq is symmetric and nonpositive on Y.
Proof: Since C2(0 ,00) C V (A q) and C2(0,00) is dense in Y , then V(A q) is dense 
in Y.
Let u ,»G  T>(Aq). Then
< A q u , v >  =  jf -p\<x(v! +  ku)]'v/3efi k^ dsdx 
=  J  [a(u' +  ku)]'vefi ^ ^ d x
= a(u' +  kufieK k{a)da |5° -  f°°[ct(v! +  ku)][lf + kv]eK k{a)dadx
J 0
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=  <  u, A0v >  . 
Also, taking u =  v gives
<  Ao«, u > — — f  a \u '  +  k u ^ e h  ^ ^ d x  <  0
JO
unless u =  ce~-A fcMrfa,c  G C. In any case, Aq <  0 follows. □
(2.4.2) Proposition . Suppose
fO O  t x
/ P(x) exp[— / k(s)ds]dx <  oo.
J  0  */i
Then for any A > 0, 7£(A7 — Aq) is dense in Y.
Proof: Let h G Cc(0,oo), h =  h+ — /i_ as usual. Then /i+,/i_ G Cc(0,oo).
By Proposition 2.3.5, for any A >  0, there exist U\,U2 G C^O,oo) such that 
u\ , «2 >  0 and
u* -  A^ r r [a (a:)(ui +  H x )ui)Y =(3{x)
U2 ~  A^ )  I +  fe(a?)u2)]' =  /l-
We must show ui, U2 6  Y.  Thus it is sufficient to assume h >  0 and u =  u\.
Since h G Cc(0, oo), then there exists 8 >  0 such that [e, £] is a compact support 
of h for 0 <  e <  8. Moreover,
[« “  [«(*)(«' +  Ar(a;)u)]/ =  h.
Multiply both sides by ufieft k^ da and integrate on [e, A]; we have
j f  ‘(u — +  k(x)u)]')uf3e& k^ dadx =  J* hup e k  k^ dadx
or
j '  u2pef> k[a)dadx — A/ =  J ‘ h u p e K k{a)dadx
where I =  J^[a(x)(u' +  k(x)u)]'uefi k^ dadx.
Since h G Cc(0,oo), then f j  hufie^ k^ dadx <  C\ for some constant C\ >  0 
and 0 <  6 <  8.
Now we want to show I  <  0.
Claim: a(x)(u' -f k(x)u) <  0 for x  >  A and a(x)(u' +  k(x)u) >  0 for x <  e. 
Suppose a(x)(u' +  k(x)u) >  0 for some x =  x’ >
for x >  j-.
Therefore
a{x){v! -f k(x)u) >  a(x)(u' +  k(x)u) |x=*»> 0 
for x >  x' contradicts the boundary condition a(x){v! +  k(x)u) -> 0 as x  —> oo.
Similarly, we can show that a(x)(u' +  k(x)u) >  0 for x <  e.
Hence I  <  0.
So
I  =  j ‘ [a(a:)(u/ +  k{x)ufiue$i ^"^dx
=  a(x)(u' +  k(x)u)uef> k^ dg |/ — f ‘ a(x)(u' +  k(x)u)2e i^ ^"^dx.
C
Since
[a(:r)(u' +  k(x)u)]' =  h =  0
for x >  then
[a(x)(u' +  A;(:r)u)]' =  — >  0
A
‘ u2(3eKk{a)dadx <  00
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for 0 <  c <  S, i. e. , u G Y , u 6  T>(Aq). □
(2.4.3) Proposition . Aq is closed.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3.8 (ii), so the details are omitted. 
□
Combining Propositions 2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, we have the following self­
adjointness result.
(2 .4.4) Theorem . Ao is self-adjoint on Y.
Remark: 1. By the Schwarz inequality, we have
u G L2((0,oo);fl(x)efi k^ dsdx)
implies
if
since
u G Ll ((0too);P(x)dx)
roo rx
/ P(x) exp[— / k(s)ds]dx <  oo
J  0 J\
f \u(x)\P(x)dx
J o
=  jf  \u(x)\P(x)lt2exp[l/2 k(s)ds]P(x)1^ 2e\p[—1/2 k(s)ds]d:
<  [jf (\u(x)\p(x)lt2exp[l/2 J  fc(s)ds])2da:]a
[J  (/?(x)l/2exp[—1 /2 ^  A;(s)ds]da:)2da:]£
= [J^  u(x)2P(x)exp[J^ k(s)ds)]i[J^ ' P(x)exp[— fc(s)ds]]a.
That is, L2((0,oo);P(x)eft k^ d8dx) is a subspace of Zil ((0,oo);/?(a:)da:) if
roo rx
P(x) exp[- J  k(s)ds]dx <  oo.
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Remark 2: By classical interpolation theorems [19], for 
5  G £(L p<(ft,ki(x)dfi(x))), i =  0,1, 
1 1 ~  ^ +  — , 0 <  1/ <  1,
P Po Pi
we have
where
and
for some constant C. 
For
where
we have
and
kv{x) =  fco(^)1 Vk\(x)v
A u ( x )  =  [ » ( * ) ( « '  +  ArCa?)!*)]'
roo rx
J  (}(x) exp[— J k(s)ds]dx <  oo,
T(<), (A -  A)"1 G 5(L l (i2+,/9(®)rf®))
T(i), (A -  A)-1 G B(I?(R+, /?(x) exp[^ fc(s)ds]d:r)) 
for i >  0 and A > 0.
Therefore
T(t ), (A -  A)~x G £(L p(.R+,/?(a;) exp[z/^ fc(s)ds]drc)) C B(XP) 
for 0 <  y <  1 and p =  ^  G (1,2).
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Furthermore, we have
1
II (A -  A)~l |Ui < Re A
<  jij;
thus for 1 <  p <  2,
C3
l-M
I T O I k  <  m
l l ( ^ - ^ ) _1|UP <
for some constant M.  Hence {T(<) : t  >  0} is a differentiable semigroup on X p for 
1 < p  <  2 since
lim sup log\Im\\ || (A — A) 1 ||p =  0.
|A|-»oo
(Cf. [18].)
CHAPTER 3
LINEAR PARABOLIC PROBLEMS W ITH  
DISCONTINOUS COEFFICIENTS AND THE  
WENTZELL BOUNDARY CONDITION
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the following operator:
Au =  a(x)u" +  P(x )u\  (1)
where a, P are Lebesgue measurable and satisfy the following conditions: there 
exist a,-,/?,- G C (0 ,1), a,- >  0 on (0,1) for * =  1,2 with
a t(x) <  a(x) <  02(x)i (2)
Pi(x) < P (x )  < fa (x ) ,  (3)
for any x 6 (0,1).
Let X  =  L°°(0,1) and
V{A) =  {u €  C^O, 1]: v! e  AC[0,1], a{x)u" +  p{x)u' e  L°°(0,1), 
for j  =  0,1, lim(a:u" +  Pu'){x) -* 0}.X—
Then X Q =  C [0,1] C X.
Then
X q =  A^ ffO, 1] =  all finite signed measures on [0,1], with total variation norm ;
X *  2  6a[0,1] =  all bounded additive measures on [0,1], with total variation norm .
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Here — denotes w isometrically isomorphic " (in a canonical way).
By Dunford & Schwartz [4], we know M [ 0,1] 6a[0,1]. Also, Sa G M \ X
(0 <  a <  1), where Sa is the Dirac mass at a. Let u)a be any Hahn-Banach extension 
of 8a, so that ua G X*.
Let
B  =  Borel sets of [0,1],
C =  Lebesgue sets of [0,1].
Definition: We say u  is a 0 — 1 measure if u  G 6o[0,1] and u  : B  — > {0,1}.
This definition makes sense for tv G A4[0,1].
(3.1.1) Lemma. Let fi G .M[0,1] be a 0 — 1 measure, and B(fi) =  {fi G B  : 
fi{E)  =  1}. Then fi =  8a for some a G [0,1] and C\EeB(Sa) ^  =  W *
Proof: Since f i : B  — > {0,1} is countably additive and ^([0,1]) =  1, then for any 
b G [0,1], let /„ =  (& - +  £) D [0,1]; then //(/„(&)) =  1 or 0.
Let B  =  {b G [0,1] : fi(In(b)) =  0 for n large enough }. 6 G B  implies that 
there exists no such that //(/„„(&)) =  0, i. e. , fi{(b — ^ ,6  +  ^ )}  =  0.
Let B  =  U{(& — b +  £ )  : b G B,  no =  no(b) as above }.
If fi is not a 5-function, then B  D [0,1]. Therefore, by the Heine-Borel Theorem, 
there exist bi, a n d  corresponding noi,...,no/v such that [0,1] G U^.1(6j —
Hence, fi — 0, which is a contradiction.
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So, there exists a G [0,1]\B  such that
M W ) = nl i m / i ( ( a - l / n ,a + l / n ) )  =  1
by c-additivity of p. and o 6 B .
Therefore, p  =  Sa and a is unique since /i([0,1]) =  1. Furthermore, f|£;6B(ja) E =  
{a}. □
(3.1.2) Lemma. Let u  be a 0-1 measure, u> G 6o[0,1] with u  not a Dirac measure. 
Let C{(J) =  {E  G £ :  u(E)  =  1}. Then fle c^(u)^  =  &> u  purely finitely additive, 
and there exists a unique a G [0,1] such that for any open neighborhood Ua of a in
[0,1], u(Ua) =  1. (We say u  is concentrated at a.)
Proof: Since u  : C — > {0 ,1}, then u(a) =  0 for any a G [0,1] and cu([0,1]) =  1.
Since (a}c =  [0,1 ] \W  € E(u), then a;({a}c) =  1.
Therefore, n E^ [u))E  C na€[0li]{o}c =  0-
To show that u> is purely finitely additive, we need to show that for any a  G 
M [  0,1] with 0 <  <t(E) < u(E)  for any E EC,  then <7 =  0.
Claim: a  is a 0 — 1 measure.
Suppose <x(A) =  a  G (0,1). Then a(Ac) — 1 — a  G (0,1), and
0 <  a{Ac) <  u{Ac).
So, u(Ac) =  1, i. e. , w(A) =  0. But oj(A) =  0 implies cr(A) =  0 which is a 
contradiction. Therefore, a  is a 0 — 1 measure.
Suppose cr 0; then there exists a sequence of (relatively) open intervals in
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[0,1] An I  {a} for some a such that a(An) =  1 for any n by Lemma 3.1.1, and 
so cr({a}) =  1 by countable additivity. But 1 =  c({a}) <  u>({a}) =  0, again, a 
contradiction. Thus a  =  0.
Claim: there exists a G [0,1] such that for any neighborhood £/„, u>(Ua D [0,1]) 
=  1.
If not, then for any a G [0,1], there exists a neighborhood Ua such that u>(Ua) =
0. So we have an open cover of [0,1]. By the Heine-Borel Theorem, there exists a 
finite open subcover of {£/„,.,* =  1,..., AT}. Then u  =  0 since u  is finitely additive. 
This contradiction establishes the claim. □
(3.1.3) Lemma. Let u  be as in Lemma 3.1.2. Then u> |a '0= c [o ,i]  =  $a for some 
a G [0,1], i. e. , for any 0 — 1 measure u> G ba[0,1], there exists a unique a G [0,1] 
such that u ; |x o  =  S a , where we view i o  as being in X *  D  X q .
Proof: Since u>|a'0 is a 0 — 1 measure in M [0,1], then by Lemma 3.1.1 there exists 
a unique a G [0,1] such that w|x0 =  Sa. □
Remark: u  is always multiplicative, i. e. ,
<  uv,u  > = <  u,w > <  V,£J >
for any u, v G X , where < u ,  o> > =  /j01j u(s)u(ds).
In the following, we will state the Generalized Maximum Principle without 
proof. It was given by Hashimoto and Oharu [16] and will be used in our dissipa- 
tivity proof.
(3.1.4) Generalized M aximum Principle: Let u G Cl[0,1] be such that u' G 
ACloc(0 ,l) . Assume there exists a G (0,1) such that u(a) =  maxp.iju, u'(a) =  0
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and u" G L°°(Ua), v! G Lip(Ua) where Ua is a neighhood of a in [0,1]. Then there 
exists u> G 6a[0,1], a finitely additive 0 — 1 measure " concentrated on a " such that 
<  u",CJa > <  0.
3.2 D issipativity
(3.2.1) Lemma. Let A be defined as in Section 3.1. Then A is dissipative on 
L°°(0,1).
Proof: The idea of this proof is due to G. Goldstein, J. Goldstein an Oharu [7]. 
Let u G V(A) C X  =  L°°(0,1). Choose xo G [0,1] such that u(xo) =  ±||it||oo- 
Without loss of generality, assume u(xQ) =  ||u||oo. If u =  0, then there is nothing 
to prove.
So suppose ||u||oo > 0 - If 0 <  a?o <  1, then there exists a 0 — 1 finitely additive 
measure uiXQ concentrated at xq such that <  u',u>XQ > =  0 and <  u",uXQ > <  0 by 
the Generalized Maximum Principle.
Since
<  Au,u X0 >
=  f  (a(x)u"(x) + /3(x)u'(x))uX0 (dx)
J[ 0,1)
=  <  au",uXQ >  +  <  pu',uXo >
=  <  OC,Uxo > <  u",UX0 >  +  <  P,L)X0 > <  u',UX0 >
where e >  0, & =  a  on (e, 1 — e), a  G L°°[0,1], xq G (c, 1 — c), fi =  /? on (e, 1 -  e), 
P G L°°[0,1], Here e is so small that #0 €  (c, 1 — e). Then <  at,wXo »  0 since 
a  >  f0 >  0 in (e, 1 -e ), <  u",u>Xo > <  0, <  u',uXo > =  0. Therefore <  Au,uXo > <  0.
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If x0 =  0, then by the boundary condition,
<  Au,uXo > =  lim(i4u)(x) =  0 <  0, 
where uXo =  uQ can be viewed as (So or any 0 — 1 extension of it.
Similarly, if x0 =  1, we have
< Auy uX0 > =  0.
Since uXQ G in all cases, therefore we conclude that A  is dissipative on
X  =  L°°. □
3.3 T he R ange C ondition
Let h G C*[0,1]. We want to solve the equation
u — (a(a;)u"(a;) +  (3(x)u'(x)) =  h.
We can choose {a„, n >  3}, {/?„, n >  3} such that
«i <  <  «2,
Pi < Pn < /?2, 
ttn, Pn G C(0, 1), a„ >  0 in (0, 1), for n >  3,
an — ► a  a.e.,
P„ — > p a.e..
Case 1: P — 0.
Define Anu — a n(x)u".
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For h e  C*[0,1], we want to solve
{ u — a(x)u" =  h,
a{x)u" — ► 0, as a; — ► 0, 1.
Let /  be the unique linear function on [0,1] satisfying f" =  0, /(0 ) =  — /i(0), 
/ ( l )  =  - M i ) .
For v =  u +  / ,  v satisfies (if v exists)
v — a(x
v(0) =  v(l) =  0
|  - )v" =  g,
where g — h +  f .
Replacing a(x) by a n(x), according to Goldstein and Lin[ll],
f vn — a n(x)v" =  g,
\  u„(0) = un(l) = 0,
has a unique solution vn and
IIIIoo <  IM|oo>
lla nunlloo <  2||^||oo,
for n >  3.
Let 0 <  e <  1/2 and J  =  [e, 1 — e]. Since a n(a;) >  ai(x)  >  0 in (0,1) and 
c*i 6  C (0 ,1), then l / a n <  \ / a \  <  C€ in J.
So,
|K'||L»[e,l-t] <  C[ 
for some constant C'{ depending on e and all n >  3.
By the compactness arguments of [11], {u„} has a subsequence {«„*} which 
converges to a function v locally uniformly in (0,1). Furthermore, by passing to 
another subsequence if necessary, converges to v' locally uniformly in (0, 1).
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Since a nk -¥ a  a.e., v„k -> w, vnk -* 1/  and v„k — a nkv"nk =  <7, then we have
v — av" =  g
a.e. in (0, 1).
For v to be our solution, we still need to show that v G C[0,1] and v(0) =  
w(l) = 0.
To that end, choose a function J  in C2[0,1] such that
J  >  0 in [0,1],
J( 0) =  J(l) =  0,
f  '(x) <  0 for all x  in [0, 1],
J(x) >  |5 (a?)| for all x  in [0, 1],
This can be done since g €  C^O, 1]. The idea is to make j ' ( 0) and —J'(l) very 
large and proceed from there. Noting g 6  C l[0,1], one may take J(x) =  Lx( 1 — x) 
for large enough L. Cf. [13].
Then
1% -  « n > n j =  a~l\g\ < -J "  +  a~lkj
which implies
(J ±  vnk)" -  at~l(J ± v nk) < 0
in (0, 1).
But also (J ±  nnJ(0) =  («/ ±  Wr»J(l) =  0.
By the Generalized Maximum Principle,
J ± v „ k >  0 on [0,1],
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i. e. ,
KJ < J { x )
for all x in [0, 1].
Letting n —> oo, we conclude that v G C [0,1], u(0) =  v(l) =  0.
Hence u — a(x)u" =  h has a solution u G V(A) for h G C^O, 1].
(3.3.1) Theorem . The closure of the operator A defined by Au =  a(x)u" with 
Wentzell boundary conditions satisfies the conditions of the Crandall-Liggett theo­
rem on L°°[0, 1].
Proof: By the argument above,
u — A a(x)u" =  h
has a solution u G T>(A) for any h G C^O, 1] and any A >  0. And by Lemma 
3.2.1, A  is dissipative on L°°[0,1]. Since C^O, 1] is dense in V(A), the closure 
of A satisfies the Crandall-Liggett hypotheses. We remark that the semigroup 
determined by A  acts on L°°(0,1), but the generator is not densely defined. We 
have V(A) =  C [0,1] in this case. We are using the linear case of the Crandall 
-Liggett theorem. □
Case 2: fi ^  0.
For h G C^O, 1], we want to solve
f u -  (a(x)u" +  fi{x)u') =  /i,
|  a(x)u" +  fi{x)u' — > 0, as x — > 0, 1.
We make the following assumptions:
(i) For W(x) =  exp [-/* /2/?(s)/a(s)ds], W(a:) G X»!(0,1);
(ii) There exists a S >  0 such that a(x) +  (x — 1/2 ±  &)fi(x) >  0 in (0,1).
We can choose {arn , n >  3}, {/?„, n >  3} such that
« i <  ocn <  t*2,
P l < P n <  fa,
<*n> Pn G C (0,1), a n >  0 in (0,1), for n >  3, 
ctn — ► a  a.e.,
Pn — y P a.e.,
and a n(a;), pn(x) satisfy (i) and (ii), i. e. ,
(i») For Wn(x) =  exp[-Jf/2/3n(s ) /a n(s)ds], Wn{x) €  Ll (0,1);
(ii’) There exists a S„ >  0 such that a n(x) +  (x — l / 2 ±  Sn)pn(x) >  0 in (0,1).
Replacing a(x) by a n(.r), P(x) by pn(x), then by Clement and Timmermans
[2], (i’) implies
(  Un -  (atn{x)K +  Pn{x)u'n) =  /l,
\  a n{x)ul + p n(x)u'n — y 0, as a; — ► 0,1
has a unique solution un and
||un||oo <  || |^|oo>
I K <  +  PnU'Joo <  211/ilU =  C
for n >  3.
Let Yn(x) =  a n(x)Wn{x), yn(x) =  u'n(x)/W n(x). Then
Ynin =  a n<  +  p nu'n.
So, ||yll7'Ik  <  C.
Since y„(ar) >  ejj > 0 for 0 <  e <  x <  1 — e <  1, where eJJ depends on e, then
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for some constant C*.
Since W"1^ )  > e i > 0 f o r 0 < e < : r < l  — £ < 1 ,  then
IKIU»(«,i-c) ^  7-||7n|U~(f,i-0-
Claim: 7n(l/2) is uniformly bounded.
Suppose not, i. e. , there exists some subsequence of 7„(l/2) which converges 
to +oo or —oo. We may suppose 7„(l/2) -* oo to simplify the exposition.
By (4),
7n(*) =  7n(l/2) +  J  'Tn(s )ds “ ► 0 0  
as n —> oo, for any x € (e, 1 — e).
Then
un(x) =  un{ 1/2) +  /  7„(s)W„(s)ds -> oo 
J 1/2
for 0 <  e <  x <  1 — e <  1 and x ^  1/2 which contradicts Hunlloo <  C.
So 7„(l/2) is uniformly bounded.
Therefore
IK„IU°°(<,i-0 ^  Ci
for some constant C\.
From the equation for un, ||u"||z,°o(£|i_t) <  C<i holds for some constant C2 de­
pending on e. By compactness and diagonal arguments, {«„} has a subsequence 
{u„k} such that
{u„k} -> u locally uniformly in (0,1),
{un*} u> locally uniformly in (0,1),
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{< * } -» 9 a-e. in (0,1) 
for some function q and u satisfies
u — (au" +  /3ur) =  h a.e.
and u" =  q a.e..
It remains to show that
au" +  flu' -> 0 as x -4 0,1
i. e. it(0) =  h(0), «(1) =  h( 1) (by the equation).
Let /  be the unique linear function on [0,1] satisfying f"  =  0, and /(0 ) =  —h{0) 
and / ( l )  =  — /i(l).
For v =  u +  f ,  v satisfies
v — (a(x)v" +  f3(x)vf) =  g
where g =  h +  f  — f'P{x).
Therefore, we need to show u(0) =  w(l) =  0.
Since vn =  un +  /  satisfies
V n  ~  {ocn{x)v'  ^+  (3n(x)v'n) =  gn
where gn =  h +  /  -  f 'pn{x), f  +  h e C \ ( f  +  h)(0) =  ( /  +  /i)(l) =  0, then there
exists ki >  0 such that \ f  +  h\ <  kix(l — x) for x  G [0,1]. Next,
«  , 0 n (x) , _  V n  _  9 n ( x )
n a n{x) n a n{x) a n(x )’
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and
1 n «„(*) " a n(x)' 
a n { x )
I f  +  h - f p n(x)\
Cfcji
<  l /  + /tl I \ f ' \ \ f i n { x ) \
-  a n ( x )  +  17 1 a n(x)
k j X ( l  — x )  i w i l / ^ n ^ ) !  
S  a n(x) <*n(x)
By (ii’), a n(x) +  ( x -  1/2 ±  6n)0n(x) >  0 in (0,1). 
Let J\ =  k2x (1 — x). Since
Pn(x)_ji _  j«
oc„(x)
=  - ^ f \ k 2 ( l - 2 x) +  2 k2 
Otn (X)
2% „  +  (X -  l/2)/?„]
Of.
2^ 2(5,,
IA.I
> \ f \ —0Ln
for large k2 >  0 such that 2 k2 6 n >  \ f \ .
Pick k =  max(&i,fc2). Let J  =  for(l — a;). Then
1 7 /  , f i n ( x )  j  _  v n  I ^  _  f i n ( % )  p
ln  a n(x) " a„(x) “  Q„ a n(a?)
l. e.
I T I it V1 I f i n i p )  ( j  | .. \ /  ^ n )
in (0,1).
-  J" 
<  0
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Since
(J ± v „ )(0 ) =  (J ± n „ )( l)  =  0, 
by the Generalized Maximum Principle, J  ±  vn >  0 on (0,1), i. e. ,
K (z ) | <  J{x)
for all x  in [0,1].
This proves that v G C [0,1] and w(0) =  v(l)  =  0.
Hence
it — (a(x)uH(x) +  (5(x)v!{x)) =  h 
has a solution u G T>(A) for h G C^O, 1],
(3 .3 .2) Theorem . The closure of the operator A defined by Au =  a(x)u"(x) +  
f3(x)u'(x) with Wentzell boundary condition satisfies the hypotheses of the Crandall- 
Liggett theorem if a(x) and (3{x) are measurable and satisfy
(i)
ai(x) <  a(x) <  a 2 (x), 
fii(x) <  fi(x) <  fi2 (x),
where ai,fii G C (0 ,1), a< >  0 for any x G (0,1);
(ii)For W{x) =  exp[— ff/2 fi{s)/a(s)ds], W(:r) G ^ (O ,1);
(iii)There exists a S >  0 such that a(x) +  (x — 1/2 ±  S)j3(x) >  0 in (0,1).
Proof: It follows immediately from the argument above. □
Exam ple: Let a(x) =  xk( l  — x)k, k >  1 and fi(x) =  a;fc+1(l — x)k+l. Then 
W(x) =  exp[— fff2 fi(s)/at(s)ds] =  exp[— \x 2 +  5X3 +  ^]. Since W(x) G Ll (0,l)  
and (iii) in Theorem 3.3.2 holds for S =  1/2, therefore the operator A  defined
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by Au =  a(x)u"(x) +  (3{x)u'{x) with Wentzell boundary condition is essentially 
m-dissipative on C[0,1].
CHAPTER 4
THE NONLINEAR KOMPANEETS 
EQUATION
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we consider the linear Kompaneets equation
If = + k(xW  ^
for 0 <  x , t  <  oo. Here ' stands for d/dx .  The model above comes from the 
generalized Kompaneets equation
where the most important case is considered by Kompaneets [17], namely, a(x) =  
x4, P(x) =  x2, F(x, u) =  u+u2. Under certain assumptions on a, /?, &, the operator 
Au =  +  k(x)u)]' was shown in earlier chapter to be m-dissipative on
X\ =  L l ((0,oo);P(x)dx).
In this chapter, we further discuss the nonlinear Kompaneets equation
I f  =  i sjb)  i ^  ^ + +
for 0 < x , t  <  oo. For convenience, we choose k(x) =  1.
Define
A ' u  =
V(A,) =  { u S  X ,  n W ^ '(0 ,oo): F(x)g{ u) S W ^ O .oo),
F{x)g(u) -A 0,as a; -> O,oo,and A\u  G X i}.
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We consider A\ as a perturbing operator of the linear operator A. In 4.2, we 
establish the dissipativity of Ai\ in 4.3, we discuss perturbation theory of the 
operator A\.
4.2 D issipativity
Suppose F  and g are continuous.
(4.2.1) Lem m a. A\ is dissipative on X i.
Proof: For any u, v G V(A\),  as in Lemma 2.2.1, we define w — u — v  and
[ w>0 ]  =  { i 6  (0, oo) : w(x) >  0} =  Un6./(anA ),
[w <  0] =  {x e  (0, oo) : w(x) <  0} =  Une/V'(cn, dn);
these are open sets by the continuity of u — v. Then we have 
< A\u — A\v, J ( u  — v) >
too
-  / [F(x){g{u) -  g(v))]'sign0(u -  v)dx
JQ
=  Z  /  " +  1 2  f  n[F (x )(9 (u) -  g(v))]' sign0(u -  v)dx.
n £ j  J an  n e /v ' J c "
Consider a term of the form /a6n".
For 0 <  an <  bn <  oo, since F  and g are continuous, then (u — v)(an)
=  (u — v)(bn) — 0, u — v >  0 on (a„,6n) and
rb„
/  [F(a:)(5(u) -  g(v))]'signQ(u -  v)dx 
Ja„
=  f n[F(x )(9 (u) -g(v))] 'dx  
Ja„
=  f (x)(9 {u(x)) -g (v (x )) )
=  F (bn)(9 (u(bn)) -  g(u(bn))) -  F(an)(g(u(an)) -  g(u(an)))
=  0.
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Similarly, we can show that
rbn
/  [F(:c)(0 (m) -  g(v))]'sign0(u -  v)dx =  0 
Ja„
for 0 <  an <  bn <  oo or 0 <  an < bn <  oo or 0 <  an <  bn <  oo by boundary 
condition. (Compare with Lemma 2.2.1.)
Also, we can show that each term Jj£" is zero.
Therefore, A\ is dissipative on X \.  (So is —Ai.) □
4.3 Perturbation  Theory
We write the operator A\ as 
A,u  =
=  W ) F {x M u )  +  W ) m l 9 { a ) ] '
=  A 2u +  A3 u, 
where A2u =  ^ F '(x )g (u ) ,  A3u =  ^ F ( x ) [ g ( u )]'.
(4.3.1) Lemma. [9] Let A be linear and generate a (Co) contraction semigroup. 
Let B  be dissipative with V(A) C £>(£). Assume there are constants 0 <  a <  1, 
b >  0 such that
\ \ B f - B g \ \ < a \ \ A ( f - g ) ) \ + l > \ \ f - 9 \\
for all f ,g  £  'D(A). Then A +  B  [with domain V(A)J is m-dissipative.
We want to have
||A xu -  Aiv\\Xl <  a\\Au -  Av\\Xl +  6||u -  u|U, . 
for a <  1, b £ R, where Au =  ■^[o‘(x)(ul ■+■ «)]'. Next,
||Aiu -  Aiv\\Xl <  ||A2u -  A 2 v\\Xl +  ||A3u -  A 3 v \\Xl,
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and under the following assumptions on F, g: F  6 C 1, |F'(a;)| <  a\(5(x) and 
IHUip <  0 0 1 we have a good estimation on \\A2 u — , namely,
\\A2u — A 2 v\\xt
However, it is difficult to estimate the term H^u — ^uHa:, • Due to difficulties 
on the operator A3 , we study the operator A§ instead of A 3 . The operator A% is 
defined as
where u/,(a:) =  u(x +  h), h >  0, x >  0.
(4.3.2) Lemma. [9] Let A generate a (Co) semigroup and let B  €  Lip(X). Then 
A +  B  — ujI is m-dissipative for a suitable real number u>.
(4.3.3) Corollary. Assume the following conditions:
(a)  Italic < oo/
(b) |F'(a;)| +  \F(x)\ <  C\(3{x) for some constant C\ >  0;
(c) |F(a’ — h)| <  C2 fi(x) for some constant C2 >  0 and any li €  (0 ,5), S >  0.
Then A +  A2 +  A3 — u l  is m-dissipative and determines a semigroup S  on X
=  l^'(*)lb(«) “  g(v)\Pdx
satisfying
IISWIU.-P < <="'
for t >  0, for some real u.
Proof: Since
\\A2u -  i42t»|U,
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=  1 1 ^ ( 9 0 0 - s(«))lx ,
=  C ^ m ’W ) ~ 9{', m x ) d x
< jf ^ ^ ■ ■ llgllt.vl" -  n|/3(x)rfx
<  Ci\\g\\Lip\\u -  v\\Xt
by (b), and
||A}u -  i4}t>|U,
=  +  ~  g^ x +  h^  ~  to(«(*)) “  ^(u(a;)))]IU>
< JQ j J j ^ \ \ 9 \\Lip[\u(x +  h ) - v ( x  +  h)\ +  \u (x)-v{x)\]p (x)dx  
+J™ i ^ M u p H x )  -  v{x)\p(x)dx
-  L ^ h p i y ) ^ ~ v (y)\P(y)dy 
+ Jo I j 3 W ^ Lip\U^  ~ vW\P(x)dx
<  £ M ^ t h  _  v h t  +  £ M ^ \ \ U _  u)Ui,
then by Lemma 4.3.2, A  +  Ai  +  A§ satisfies the desired conclusion. □
Exam ple. Let /? =  a;2, F(x)  =  c:r2 sin a; and g(u) =  sinn. Then (a), (b) and (c) 
in Corollary 4.3.3 are satisfied. Hence A +  A<i +  A§ — ojI  is m-dissipative for some 
real u.
Remark: The nonlinear theory of generalized Kompaneets equation is far from 
completed. We hope that we will make great progress in the near future and solve 
it eventually.
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